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Elastic-plastic states in solidifying castings(*) 

A. BOKOTA and R. PARKITNY (CZ~STOCHOWA) 

IN THIS PAPER the thermo-elastic-plastic model for determination of stresses in a solidify
ing casting is proposed. The temperature fields, solidification rates, stresses and strains 
have been determined for a solidifying axially-symmetrical casting. The effect of plastic 
strains on the instant of generation and size of shrinkage gap has been discussed. The 
problems have been solved numerically by means of the fmite element method. 

W pracy zaproponowano model termo-spr~i:ysto-plastyczny do wyznaczania napr~i:en 
w krzepn~cym odlewie (ciele narastaj~cym). Wyznaczono pola temperatury, pr~dko§ci 
krzepni~ia, napr~i:enia i odksztalcenia w krzepn~ym i stygn~cym odlewie osio
wo-symetrycznym. Przedyskutowano wplyw odksztalceti plastycznych na moment 
powstawania i wielkosc szczeliny skurczowej. Zadania rozwi~zano metod~ element6w 
skonczonych. 

B pa6ore npe;:v10:aceaa repMo-ynpyro-OJiaCTH'ICCKa.ll MOAeJlh onpeAeneHHJI oanp.Kie
HHii s 33.TsepAesaJOmeii or JIHBKe (oapalllHBaeMOM reJie). OnpeAeJieHhl reMneparyp
Hble UOJIJI, CKOpOCTH 33.TBepAeBaHHJI, HanpB:lKeHHJI H A~OpMal(HH B 3aTsepAeBaiOllleH 
H OCTbiBaiOllleH ocecHMMeTpH'IHOH OT JIHBKe. 06c~AeHO BHHmHe nJiaCTH'ICCKHX 
Ae$OpM3.UHH H8. MOMeHT B03HHKH0BeHHB H BeJIH'IHHY YC8.AO'IH0f0 (ra30BOfO) 33.30pa. 
3a,o.a'IH pa3pellleHhl 'IHCJieHHhiM MeTOAOM KOHeJIHbiX JJieMeHTOB. 

1. Introduction 

IN THE CASE of casting solidification one deals with the problems pertaining to 
high temperatures and their high gradients, which produce considerable 
thermal loads resulting in stresses generated both in the casting and chill 
mould. The value of stresses produced in the casting/mould system influences 
the instant of generation and development of shrinkage gap (i.e., region in 
which the separation of casting from the mould occurs) that, in turn, affects the 
rate of thermal load changes. Furthermore, the knowledge of the level of 
stresses generated in the solidifying casting supplies some information about 
the control of the process of founding and enables one to avoid the 
development of cracks in castings being crystalized during and after their 
solidification. The information about the level of stress produced by thermal 
loads enables one to estimate whether the chill mould will be damaged in the 
process of casting or adapt to the repeated thermal loads during its multiple 

(•) Paper presented at Vllth French-Polish Symposium ,Recent trends in mechanics of etas
to-plastic materials", Radziejowice, 2-7 VII, 1990. 
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250 A. BOKOTA AND R. PARKITNY 

use. The knowledge of stresses in solidifying castings is then very important in 
the foundry practice. The cognitive aspects of the solidification mechanics play 
also a meaningful role for the growth of solid phase occurring in a solidifying 
casting differentiates this problem from the classical formulations of ther
momechnics. Moreover, the problem of formulation of adequate constitutive 
relationships for solidifying material appears also in this case. This problem is, 
however, neglected in the present work by assuming the casting or the chill 
mould material to be elastic-plastic. In the process of solidification three 
fundamental groups of phenomena are distinguished, and namely the thermal, 
diffusive and mechanical ones. These phenomena are coupled with each other 
[1, 2, 4] but assuming, according to the majority of researchers dealing with 
this problem, that the thermal phenomena dominate in this process, the 
thermo-mechanical coupling is disregarded in this study. Therefore, one 
considers the mechanical phenomena produced by thermal loads but not the 
opposite effects. The continuity conditions at the solidification front (cf. [1, 8, 
18]) are not fully considered in this work. It is assumed that the stresses 
transferred from liquid to the solid phase are equal to zero, if the liquid is not 
subject to extermal pressure (die casting pressure). The problem of proper 
determination of stress on the solidification surface, as seen from the side of 
solid, is not yet, as it seems, finally solved. 

In considering the stresses in solidifying castings the paper by B. A. BoLEY 
and J. H. WEINER [19] should be mentioned, where the elastic-plastic model 
was applied to a solidifying casting. The reviews of other works in this field are 
presented in Refs. [9, 14, 17]. 

The present paper is a continuation of previous attempts presented in 
earlier works [13, 14] but extended by the application of the elastic-plastic 
model which is mainly based on papers [7, 11, 16] by B. RANIECKI. 

The consideration concerning the numerical solutions is founded on the 
work by M. KLEIBER [5]. The concept applied does not considerably differ from 
that described by M. KLEIBER and T. NIEZGODA [6] concerning the ther
mo-elastic-plastic states in the axially-symmetrical problem. 

In that paper the solidification of axi-symmetrical casting was considered. 
The temperature field, the solidification rates, the stress and strain fields 
developing during solidification and cooling of the casting were determined. 
The influence of plastic strains on initial development of the shrinkage gap was 
also studied. 

Consider a casting (solidifying material) "Y. The liquid phase "Y L is 
separated from the solid phase "Y s by solidification surface s(t). The solid 
phase/mould or solid phase air (or shrinkage gap "Y G) interface is denoted by 
F s, the liquid phase/surrounding (or mould) interface by F L ' and the 
mould/surrounding interface by r 0 (Fig. 1). 
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ELASTIC-PLASTIC STATES IN SOLIDIFYING CASTINGS 251 

FIG. 1. Casting in a mould. Identification of subregions. 

The particles of casting are identified by spatial coordinates xa. referred to 
the instantaneous configuration {J, [1, 18]. The time of solidification, t, of 
individual particles of casting xa. is denoted by 

(1.1) 

For a fixed time, t, the points xa. determined from Eq. (1.1) describe the 
solidification surface s = s( t). The projections of velocity of points of surface 
s on the normal na. are independent of the method of parametrization, 

(1.2) 

and are called the solidification velocity. 

2. Mathematical model of solidification 

The differential equations describing the thermal field in the process of 
solidification of a casting and its mould (region "Y M u "Y s u "Y L) are assumed 
in the following form [1, 2, 15]: 

(2.1) Va.(A.aa.e)- (pcec)e = o, , , , , 

where cer(e) is the so-called effective thermal capacity, Va. is the operator of 
covariant differentiation, rx = 1, 2, 3 - spatial coordinates, r denotes, respec
tively: M - mould, L- liquid phase, S - solid phase of casting, A.- thermal 
conductivity, p - density. 

The substantial derivative (B) is identified with the partial derivative with 
respect to time (B = ae;at), thus neglecting the effect of convective motions on 
the solution. In order to simplify the notation, subscript (r) is also neglected, 
bearing in mind that the equation of heat condution concerns the region of 
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252 A. BoKOTA AND R. PARKITNY 

mould, liquid and solid phase of casting. The majority of industrial steel grades 
are the alloys that crystallize within the range of temperature between the 
liquidus and solidus. For non-uniform temperature distribution in the casting 
cross-section the presence of crystallization zone produces a blurred crys
tallization front containing a mixture of dendritic crystals and liquid, called the 
biphase zone. H the heat of crystallization is produced within the range of 
temperature (e,- e.~), then the effective thermal capacity (cer) for individual 
phase [4, 15] will be: 

{

c,(e), dcf> 
(2·2) Cec(T) = Caol- L de' 

c.~(e), 

for e > euq' 
for esol < e < eliq' 
for e < esol, 

cp = (Ys/V0 ) is the volume fraction of solid phase in the biphase region is the 
Lafent heat of fusion. 

In the general case parameter tP is determined from the kinetics of crystal 
growth at the solidification front. For sufficiently large castings one may 
assume that overcooling of the alloy at the crystallization front is small and the 
fraction of solid phase may be approximately determined from the equilibrium 
system of the alloy considered. For binary systems the fraction of solid phase is 
determined by the lever arm principle [ 4] or may be calculated from the 
equations of diffusion [2, 15]. 

Equations (2.1) are completed with: 
(z) initial conditions 

(2.3) e(xP,O) = e 0 (xP), , , 
(iQ boundary conditions 
at the mould/surroundings boundary 

(2.4) 

at the casting/surroundings boundary 

(2.5) 
ae 

1 -a ' = - a.9 < e I r o- e sur), 
, n r 

at the casting/shrinkage gap protective coating/mould boundaries 

(2.6) 
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where a8 is the surface film conductance, lr - equivalent thermal conductivity 
of protective coating, br (br = be + bG) is the total thickness of protective 
coating (be) and the width of shrinkage gap (bG)-

(iii) Continuity conditions on the solidification surface for the model with 
a sharp solidification front [1, 2, 3] 

aesl aeLI ls -a -1L-a- = p3 Lw, 
n s(t) n s(t) 

(2.7) 
es I =eLI = ekr(C), 

s(t) s(t) 

where the freezing point e"' is dependent on concentration of the substitute of 
alloy (C) at the solidification front. 

3. Mathematical model of stress generation in castings 

Let us derive the Cauchy relations for the growing solids (solidifying 
casting), with the linear part [1, 13, 14]: 

(3.1) 

where u« = du«fdt is the displacement rate. 
By differentiating Eq. (3.1) with respect to time one gets 

(3.2) 

Therefore, for time t = 1/J(XZ). one obtains 

(3.3) ecxpl = 0, 
"'(xcx) 

that is the initial condition, expressed in strains, for the already solidified part 
of casting (solid phase). 

The constitutive relations are assumed in the classical form 

(3.4) T= E oe", 

where 
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(3.5) 

T = T(tf'P) 
E = E(.E"p,.a (0)) 
ee = e(e!p) 
e = e(e11p) 
e9 = e(e!p) 
eP = e(e~p) 

A. BOKOTA AND R. PARKITNY 

tensor of stresses, 
tensor of material constants, 
tensor of elastic strains, 
tensor of total strains, 
tensor of dilatational strains, 
tensor of plastic strains. 

In the theory of thermoplasticity the constitutuve relations are expressed in 
terms of rates [ 6, 12], 

(3.6) 

The equilibrium equations are expressed in terms of stress rates (disregarding 
the mass forces), 

(3.7) V ptf'P = 0. 

Similar equations are also valid for the mould. 
The boundary conditions on the free surfaces of casting and mould are 

(3.8) 
~P {0 for free surface, 
u np = i for loaded surface. 

At the casting/mould interface 

(3.9) 

for 

(3.10) 

and for 

(3.11) 

lfZPI np n11 < 0 and then bG = 0, 
s r5 

and then a shrinkage gap exists and is equal to: 

(3.12) 
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The boundary conditions at the solidification front are 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

cfZPI = o, 
s .s(t) 

tfl-PI np=O, for "£'c:s(t), 
s .s(t) 

255 

where n is unit normal in the direction of fluid. The condition is relevant only 
for the time period of coexistence of two phases. 

As it has been mentioned before, one applies the model of non-isothermal 
plastic flow in which the plastic strain eP is expressed by relationship to be 
determined from consistency relation 

(3.15) 

and 

(3.16) 

·p_ "at e -A.OT, 

f=O, 

where A. is a scalar and f is called the yield function. 
In what follows we shall use the Huber-Mises yield condition and the 

model of isotropic hardening. Thus, 

(3.17) (
3 )1/2 f= 2D · D - Y(9, e~r), 

where D is the deviator of stress tensor, e~r is the effective plastic strain defined 
by 

(3.18) 

/3 )1/2 
Y is the actual level of effective stress Dec= \"2 D · D corresponding to 

point x« lying on the simple (uniaxial) tension (or compression) curve. 
We shall also use the notion of hardening modulus x defined by (cf. Fig. 2) 

(3.19) 
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256 A. BOKOTA AND R. PARKITNY 

FIG. 2. Curves of uniaxial tension of material tested. 

and the notion of thermal softening modulus 

(3.20) 

By differentiating Eq. (3.17) and using conditions (3.16), one gets 

(3.21) 
. 3 . . 
f= 

2
yD·D- ¥98- xi~r = 0. 

Hence 

(3.22) 3D · t - 2 Y}9 e - 2 Yxi~r = 0. 

Taking into account Eq. (3.15) and using Eqs. (3.4H3.6), relations (3.6) being 
expressed in the form 

(3.23) 

one obtains the unknown scalar (1) expressed in terms of the total strains [12], 

(3.24) 

. 2 . 
DoEo(e- e~ + DoEoee-- Y}98 

3 
1=Y 3 2 . 

-DoEoD +- Y2x 
2 3 

Relation (3.24) expressed in terms of tensor components assumes the form 

(3.25) 
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ELASTICPLASTIC STATES IN SOLIDIFYING CASTINGS 257 

The final form of plastic flow rules for isotropic hardening material (with 
temperature-dependent properties at the yield point f= 0 is [7, 11] 

(3.26) ~ = {~ ~ .i if 1> 0, 

0 otherwise. 

It can easily be seen that 1 is equal to the effective plastic strain rate 1 = i~r
Equations (3.25)-(3.26) were used in the finite element formulation of the 

problem considered. 

4. Formulation of problems expressed in terms of FEM 

Application of the Bubnov-Galerkin method to the equations of heat 
conductivity (2.1) yields 

(4.1) J ( v.( .. ta.e)- pc,, aa~)t/>df = J (q- q)t/>dr, 
~ a~ 

where (l/J) is a selected basic function [5, 10], (l/J E H 1
), q = ).oa.ena. - the flux on 

* . o"f", q - the flux 101posed on o"f", na. - the vector normal to o"f". 

Equation (4.1) may be written in the form 

(4.2) f(w.ea.t/> + pc,, aa~ t/>) df = J ;.a.etf>n.dr + J (q- q) tf>dr. 
~ a~ a~ 

By substituting boundary conditions (2.4), one obtains 

(4.3) f(;.a.ea.tf> + pc,, aa~ "')ar + J a,etf>dr = J a,@'"'tf>dr. 
~ ~ ~ 

Function e = e (xa., t) is written in the form 

e (xa.. t) =I l/J;(x«) e;(t). 
i 
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258 A. BOKOTA AND R. PARKITNY 

The region considered (1"") is then divided into N e fmite elements what 
implies N b boundary elements. By substitung (4.4) into (4.3) one gets 

(4.5) ~ J (.ta. 4>A 4>J 8 1 di'"" + J pc,, 4> 1 4>/! 1 di'"" 

-re -re 

+ ~ Jx .. 4>1 4>, 81dr = ~ J« .. 4>14J,8'"' dr. 
[;e [;e 

A certain approximation with respect to time in the time space I, is also 
assumed because the temperature in the nodes of mesh is time-dependent (cf. 
Eq. (4.4)). This guarantees a higher accuracy of numerical calculation and, 
therefore, a more accurate estimation of the position of the solidification front 
in the casting [3, 10]. Therefore, we write 

(4.6) e (t) = al' (t) es, 

where the functions wf (t) are the basic functions of :Space I. By introducing the 
notations 

(4.7) 

A,1 = Jv.a.4J,a.4>1)dr-, 

-r 

B11 = ~t Jpc,,4>14>1di'"", 

-r 

F,1 = J «,.4>,4J1dr, 
ro 

Eqs. (4.5) will take the form 

(4.8) PAi19j + Bl)9j + PFl)9j = PFl)ejur + Bl)ej- 1 

- (1- P}Auej- 1
- (1- P}F;1ej-I, 

wherepe(O, 1),L1t= t- f- 1 -fmiteincrementoftimet,Bj= e1(s),s -- the 
successive level of time t. · 

For p = 1 one obtains a classical implicit differential scheme and for 
p = 0.5 the Crank-Nicholson scheme [3, 10]. In the first step of solution 
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ej- 1 = eJ, the initial condition (2.3) is used. Integrals (4. 7) are evaluated by 
the Gauss-Legendre method of numerical integration. By integrating along the 
boundary and integral elements of the region considered, the coefficients of the 
system of equations are determined, 

(4.9) H9"=D, 

where 

(4.10) H = fiA + B + {IF, 
D= (B- (1- {J)A- (1- {J)F )9"- 1 + {JF9sur. 

Solution of this system of equations gives the temperatures in the nodes of 
s 

mesh (ej = ej(t)) for time t = IL1it. 
1 

Now, let us return to integral (4.7h. The integral is split into two inte-
grals 

(4.11) 

where 

(4.12) Bi1 = ~t J pc.tf>,tf>jl't'", 
.,. 

(4.13) Qi1 = ~t J p, I.</>1 tf>1d'f'", i' 0 for i = j. 
.,. 

Here cv is the specific heat at constant volume, whereas Lis the latent heat of 
fusion. Relations (4.10) are now modified to the form 

(4.14) H = fiA+ e· + f/F, 
D =a·+ (B.- (1 - /1) A- (1 - fi)F) 9"- 1 + fJF9sur. 

Thus it is possible to obtain the solution with a ,sharp" solidification front by 
searching for one surface and not for the biphase region. By distinguishing the 
solidification surface s = s(t), integral (4.13) may be expressed in the form 

(4.15) 
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260 A. BoKOTA AND R. PARKITNY 

By assuming that de= wdt (increment of the solidified layer in the direction 
normal to s), continuity condition (2.7) may be written in the form 

(4.16) 

For finite time increments dt-+ Lit one may assume 

(4.17) Lt e = Lt tx 1 @j 1 , 
i i • • 

with 

(4.18) X I =(A., t/li,r£ I n«- l, t/ll,r£ I n«) I (pL). 
l • • • 

Successive position of solidification front is determined by the relation 

(4.19) 

where for time t = 0, (s = 0), eo = 0. 
Condition (4.16) is satisfied by the iteration procedure determining, in r-th 

iteration, 

(4.20) 

The process of iteration is completed, if the required accuracy of solution is 
satisfied, that is if 

(4.21) 

where Bu(C,j .J is the solidification temperature expressed in terms of 
concentration in the liquid phase at the solidification front. By using the 
algorithm proposed, the temperature fields in the axially-symmetrical casting 
and mould and solidification rates for casting manufactured in sand and chill 
moulds have been determined. 

Application of the Bubnov-Galerkin method to the equilibrium equations 
(3.7) with a certain basic function (q>), (q> E H1

) selected in the region "Y, yields 
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(4.22) J v prf'Prpd"Y = J (i"- i:> rpdr, 

.y ~.y 

where i"- = o-aP np is the stress vector (flux) on the boundary of the region 
considered 7/, i': - the known stress vector on o"Y. By applying the 
Gauss-Ostrogradski theorem one obtains, from Eq. (4.22), the weak form as 
follows: 

(4.23) JrPaprpd"f" = J f:rpdr. 

.y ~.y 

After substituting constitutive relations (3.6) (suitable for the axially-symmet
rical problem) into (4.23), using the Cauchy relations (3.2) and discretizing the 
region considered by means of finite elements where the unknown functions 
(u = u (ua)) are approximated by the so-called nodal functions assigned to 
elements [5, 10], 

(4.24) 

one gets the system of equations in the form 

(4.25) KiJ = R + .~, f t/JoEoe•df + J, f t/JoF.oe•df, 

where U is the vector of displacements 

(4.26) iJ = {(ua, ... , ua) I , ... , (u~, ... , ua) I }T' 
1 q e= 1 1 q e=Ne 

and q is the number of nodes in a mesh element, R- vector of external loads 

(4.27) 

b is the number of nodes in the loaded boundary elements, K- the matrix of 
stiffness 

(4.28) K = .t. f t/J T 0 E 0 t/Jd"f", 

.ye 
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IP - matrix of the corresponding derivatives of the approximation functions: 
,P, (,P = fjJ (cp,cx), cp - the vector of approximating functions (cf. Eq. (4.24)). 

The thermal and mechanical loads are assumed to be independent of plastic 
strains; the stress tensor T is split into two parts. The first one corresponds to 
the thermal and mechanical loads (T9

), and the second one is related to the 
plastic strain (TP) 

(4.29) 

The solution of the system of Eqs. (4.25) yields the displacement rates resulting 
from the increment of thermal and mechanical loads, namely the stress tensor 
T9

• The problem has been solved by means of the implicit scheme, and the 
integration of displacement function has been performed as follows: 

. . 
(4.30) U (t + L1t) = U (t) + ((1-9) U (t) + 9U (t + L1t)) L1 t, 

where 9E(0, 1). The parameter 9 has been assumed to be equal to 0.5 except 
the procedure of searching for the instant of generation of the shrinkage gap. 
However, its value has always been within the range (0, 1). If condition (3.26) is 
not satisfied at the successive stage of solution (successive increment of load), 
the increment of plastic strain rate beP will be determined from the relation 
(3.25)- (3.26), and then the process of iteration at each iteration stage, has been 
performed in order to solve, the following system of equations: 

(4.31) 

and 

(4.32) 

The total displacements at this stage of solution are equal to 

(4.33) U (t + At) = U (t) + ((1 - 9) iJ (t) + 9 ( i.J' (t + At)+ .t/ i.J)) At. 

The process of iteration is completed when the required accuracy of solution is 
reached. In this case the following condition has to be satisfied: 

(4.34) 
1

5;.i A p 5;.i- 1 A p I < u LJ f-er - u LJ f-er - e. 
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This method of approaching the solution of the problem considered seems to 
be the most advantageous if it is aimed at the determination of stresses in 
solidifiying castings, because then it is possible to use the iterative procedures 
with variable stiffness matrix K. In this solution the modified Newton-Raphson 
algorithm [5] is used for determining the stresses in an axially-symmetrical 
casting and mould, generated during solidification and cooling of the casting. 
Special attention has been paid to establishing the effect of instantaneous 
plastic strains on the instant of generation and size of the shrinkage gap. 

5. Numerical examples 

The results of calculation are presented in successive diagrams for a separa
ted part of the casting (Fig. 3). 

z 

Vs VM 

1--- =-= 

VB 

r 

FIG. 3. A segment of axially-symmetrical casting and the method of their fixing. 

The thermophysical constants used in determining the temperature fields 
and solidification rate were taken from the literature and are equal: 

for the casting made of steel constaining 0.2 °/o C: 

As= 35 [W/(mK)], Cs = 644 [J/(kgK)], Ps = 7760 [kg/(m3
)], 

Az = 23, c1 = 837, p1 = 7300, 

for the chill mould Am = 54, em= 510, Pm = 7500, 
for the sand mould Am = 1.28, Cm = 1080, Pm = 1650, 
for the protective coating : Ac = 04- 1.0, Cc = 1670, Pc = 1600. 
The thickness of protective coating was assumed to be be = 0.2 mm. The 

temperatures of liquid metal and crystallization were equal to e = 1820 K 
and Bcr = 1750 K, respectively. The initial temperature of mould was 
eim = 4Ch K, and the ambient temperature Bsur = 303 K. 

The casting solidification rates for different protective coating are presented 
in Fig. 4. 
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FIG. 4. Casting solidification rates for different protective coatings. 

Young's moduli £~£(T) 

1 Casting material 
2. Mould material (chill mould) 
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Hardening modulus H- H(t} 

1. Casting material 
2. Chill mould material 

FIG. 7. Hardening coefficient H0 = H 0 (B). 

[265] 
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1 £/a~tic solution 
2. Ela.stic-pla.stic solution 

Casting 

2 

a11 a2f o.31 0.38 tus o.s2 0.51J 0.66 o.18 o.so om o.~ 1.01 1.0IJ 1.1s 1.22 1.29 1.86 1.-43 1.so 10-1 

Radius[m] 

FIG. 8. Equivalent stresses at the instant of complete solidification. 
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1. Elastic solution 
2. Elastic-plastic solution 

;;\c = 0.4 [W/(mK)] 

1, 2- mould 
1a,2a- casting 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

SolidiFication completed/; 
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The material constants, ie. Young's moduli, yield points, hardening 
coefficients have been found experimentially and their variations in terms of 
temperature are shown in Figs. 5, 6, and 7. Figures 8 and 9 are plotted in order 
to confirm the validity of the elastic-plastic model used for determining the 
stresses in the solidifying casting. One notices a considerable difference in the 
levels of stress calculated on the basis of elastic and elastic-plastic solutions. 

On the basis of the results presented in Figs. 10 and 11 one may observe 
that the application of the elastic-plastic model enables us to determine 
accurately the instant of generation of the shirkage gap and its size. It is 
obvious that this phenomenon is also affected by the solidification rate, as 
confrrmed by Fig. 11. 

The differences (although insignificant) in the results obtained from the elastic 
and the elastic-plastic solution is manifested by comparing the size of shrinkage 
gap in the entire process of cooling; the results are presented in Fig. 12. 

1. £/astic solution 
2. Elastic-plastic solution 
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